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ARIGATO Host
Towns
About the ‘ARIGATO Host Towns
for Supporting Reconstruction’ Initiative
Japan’s Host Town Initiative was set up to promote exchanges in sports, culture,
economics, and more with the many countries and regions participating in the
Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games. Each Host Town provided its own
special brand of hospitality, with the conviction that meaningful exchanges would
continue long after the Games had finished.
The municipalities in the prefectures of Iwate, Miyagi, and Fukushima, in
particular, wanted to take this opportunity to express gratitude for the warm
support received from all over the world during their years of reconstruction from
the terrible damage of Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011. At the same time,
they wanted to show how successfully they are coming back. So 32 municipalities
in these prefectures signed up in a special category: ‘ARIGATO Host Towns for
Supporting Reconstruction.’ We introduce each of these municipalities, and look at
the ways they have connected with people throughout the world.
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Geodude

Chansey

Lapras

F These Pokémon characters act as ARIGATO Host Town ambassadors. Geodude
represents Iwate; Lapras is with Miyagi; and Chansey works out of Fukushima.

Iwate
Miyagi
Fukushima

13 municipalities
8 municipalities
11 municipalities
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Reconstruction from the Great
East Japan Earthquake
It is now ten years since the Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami inflicted horrific damage upon Japan.
The unceasing efforts of Japan’s citizens, combined with vast support from others, have brought significant
recovery to the three prefectures—Iwate, Miyagi, and Fukushima.

Support From All Over the World…
We Are Back, and Grateful

F The city of Ofunato, Iwate, after the earthquake. A team of firefighters from the US cities of Fairfax
and Los Angels engage in search and rescue operations as a part of the international rescue team.
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The road to recovery began with cleaning up the massive
amounts of debris. People from across the country, and the
world, came to help. Considerable effort went into repairing
houses and restoring infrastructure so that residents could
rebuild their lives. During the process, many new connections
were formed among all of the people helping with the work.
People and supplies came from around the world to help.
The residents of the affected areas bonded with their helpers,
and one could observe many smiling faces even in very
damaged areas.
Today, tremendous progress is being achieved in
coastal and roadwork infrastructure work, the independent
rebuilding of houses, and the building of public housing.
The ARIGATO Host Towns project continues its mission
of communicating Tohoku’s progress to the world, and
expressing thanks for everyone’s wonderful support.

Iwate’s Comeback
The prefecture of Iwate, and its coastal area in particular, sustained
major damage from the earthquake and tsunami. The prefecture
enacted and embarked on a recovery plan that same year (2011). The
more recent Iwate Citizens’ Plan, now being implemented, presents a
long-term vision (through 2028) that also recognizes rebuilding as the
most important issue.
The disaster forced over 40,000 residents into temporary housing.
But thanks to unceasing efforts by municipal governments, citizens,
and supporters from all over the world, the prefecture has reduced
this number to zero, while completing the construction of new public
housing. The prefecture has also restored all affected agricultural
areas, as life continues returning to normal. Road repair work and
the launch of the Sanriku Railway’s Rias Line have greatly improved
access to the region. On the other hand, further recovery is hoped for
in the areas of fishing harvests and seafood cultivation productivity.
But the region’s specialties—marine and agricultural products and
sightseeing—remain very popular with people outside the prefecture.
Everyone is welcome to come and see how the recovery is going.

L Reception in Shizukuishi for visiting
delegation from Germany. The visitors have
tried their hands at calligraphy. F Sports youth
group in Noda presents a message of support
to track-and-field athletes of Taiwan who gave
them lessons. D In Hanamaki, Austrian judo
athletes get together with junior high, senior
high, and college judo club members. Later,
the Japanese side filmed a video expressing
their thanks.

Miyagi’s Comeback
Miyagi suffered the worst of the tsunami, with an area of 327
km2 submerged—60% of the country’s total submerged area.
The Miyagi Disaster Recovery Plan set a target of 10 years for
achieving full recovery, with the process divided into three
phases: restoration, reconstruction, and development. The
plan would rebuild life necessities and public facilities, bring
support for private life and business life up to speed, and restore
infrastructure. To date, strategic efforts have successfully brought
the prefecture to the completion of the development phase.
Restoration of railways and roads has been completed, and
in 2019 container shipping quantities and passengers through
Sendai Airport exceeded pre-earthquake levels. Group relocations
to reduce disaster risk, and ground partitioning work to strengthen
against tsunamis, have been completed. Agriculture and fishery
operations have recorded strong recoveries. Below, we look at
steps taken by different municipalities toward rebuilding.

L The city of Sendai was a host to Italy. Italian
athletes from U16 Women European volleyball
enjoyed a friendly game here in 2019. F
People from Kami, a Host Town for Chile, send a
message. The town’s official mascot,
Kami-go, is also present. D The city of
Iwanuma hosted South Africa. Here, the locals
gather at the city’s track-and-field grounds to
send a message of support.

Fukushima’s Comeback
Fukushima has faced a long and difficult road to recovery, after the
terrible damage and massive evacuation caused by the tsunami
and the nuclear power plant catastrophe. At the time of this
writing, in 2021, some residential areas are still not habitable, and
over 35,000 evacuees have still not returned home.
Even so, the prefecture as a whole is making great progress.
In March 2020 we at last saw the reopening of some of the
residential areas in what had been the completely evacuated town
of Futaba. Also in March 2020, the evacuated land area had fallen
to about 2.4% of the prefecture’s total area, down from about 12%
in the days after the disaster. The Great East Japan Earthquake
and Nuclear Disaster Memorial Museum opened in Futaba in
September 2020. The Fukushima Pride online store—featuring the
area’s produce, meat, and fish—has proved very popular; with sales
reaching 3.3 billion yen for fiscal 2020, the site is relieving some
of the pressure on local producers. And this year, the prefecture
enters Stage 2 of its rebuilding and recovery.

L Youth in the town of Kawamata uses
Spanish words and Argentinian music to
express thanks to their partner country
Argentina. F Youth group in the city of
Nihonmatsu, Host Town to Kuwait, appear in
Boshin War costumes as they express thanks.
D The village of Iitate, Host Town to Laos, held
a training camp for the Laotian Paralympic
swimming team in September, 2019.
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ARIGATO Host Towns:
Activities to Date

A main purpose of our “ARIGATO Host Towns” is to express gratitude for all of the support received as we
recover from the 2011 disasters. While each of the participating municipalities engages in its own exchanges
with an outside country or region, these municipalities have also connected up among themselves for group
activities—using social media, meeting up to eat, and enjoying other information contacts.

ARIGATO Host Towns Summits
First Summit, at
J-Village
Liaison Association for ARIGATO Host
Towns for Supporting Reconstruction
was established on June 11, 2019. On
November 4 of that year, the Association
held the “ARIGATO Host Towns Summit
in J-Village”—the village is regarded
as a symbol of the reconstruction.
Events included a friendly match of
football 5-a-side between Japanese and
Argentine teams; speeches by veteran
overseas athletes who had taken gold
in the Tokyo 1964 Games; and a panel
discussion held by representatives
of Host Towns and young athletes
representing the three prefectures.

Online Contacts Create
Borderless Ties
As a result of the pandemic, the second summit—
“ARIGATO Host Towns Summit in Sendai”—happened
online, on January 17, 2021, with participants from Sendai,
Tokyo, and Italy. The summit began with a greeting from
renowned Olympic veteran and politician HASHIMOTO
Seiko—at that time the Minister also serving as
Association's president—saying “new ways of interacting,
including video messages and online contact, are taking
root everywhere, and I believe that suggests that we are
really a worldwide group.” Sendai high schoolers joined
in singing the national anthem of Italy and an “ARIGATO”
concert was also held, so participants felt strong ties with
one another despite their physical separation.
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Showing Town Attractions via Instagram
The Covid-19 pandemic required the cancellation of the various trips
planned for representatives from Host Towns and partner countries
and regions. Consequently, the Association opened an Instagram
account in August 2020, as a new forum for interchange. The account
enjoys considerable activity, with many posts that introduce the local
attractions, give support messages to athletes and much more.

D The city of
Minamisoma, in
Fukushima posted
about the Tanabata
decorations which
youths from
Djibouti and Taiwan
experienced.

Monthly Instagram Themes for FY2020
Sep. Path to becoming an ARIGATO Host Town
Oct. The town’s four seasons
Nov. Activities with partner countries and regions

Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.

Traditional culture and local festivals
Key people in Host Town activities
The town’s food culture
Gratitude for supporting reconstruction

Host Towns Reach Out with Video
Each Host Town continues to engage in its own
style of interactions with partnering countries
and regions. To help publicize these activities,
they made videos showing how overseas
support had inspired courage and hope, and
how these feelings had tied in with subsequent
activities. Videos also looked at interesting
occurrences—such as the experience of a
rugby player from Australia who was a member
of local team in Kamaishi, Iwate when the
earthquake hit, and who stayed to help with
recovery work.

F H Videos showed image of recovery, the happy faces of residents, and messages of gratitude to supporters from all
over the world.

Local Food Specialities...
The residents in the Host Towns wanted to provide their Tokyo
2020 Games visitors with food that was nutritionally balanced
in a way that could help ensure top performance, while also
trying their hand at dishes that would be familiar to their
guests. They used local ingredients to prepare fascinating
courses that fused local and overseas cuisines—creating a
new food culture.
1

2

We made these!
S K The German chef at cooking
class in Shizukuishi (Iwate) shows how
to prepare flammekueche, a pizza-like
tart. G Students at Adachi Higashi
high school (Fukushima) attempt
trial-and-error preparation of Kuwaitistyle food.
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1 Ramen made with locally made soup stock (Yamada,
Iwate). 2 Junen soup made with local tomatoes and
cucumbers (Natori, Miyagi). 3 Argentinian specialities
served at J-Village (Fukushima). 4 Austrian dish made
from locally grown ingredients (Yahaba, Iwate).

3
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Honshu’s Largest Prefecture, Abounding in Natural Beauty

IWATE
Home to 13 ARIGATO Host Towns. Actively interfacing with regions all over the world,
and inviting all to witness its wonderful recovery.

Ninohe City ×
Gabon

Kuji City × Lithuania
Noda Village ×
Taiwan

Shizukuishi Town ×
Germany

Yahaba Town ×
Austria
Hanamaki City ×
and Austria
U.S.A.
Kitakami City × Serbia

Miyako City ×
Singapore

Yamada Town ×
Netherlands
Otsuchi Town ×
and
Taiwan
Saudi Arabia
Kamaishi City ×
Australia

09 Ninohe City × Gabon; Shizukuishi Town × Germany
10 Yahaba Town × Austria; Hanamaki City × U.S.A. and Austria
11 Kitakami City × Serbia; Kuji City × Lithuania
12 Noda Village × Taiwan; Miyako City × Singapore
13 Yamada Town × Netherlands; Otsuchi Town × Taiwan and Saudi Arabia
14 Kamaishi City × Australia; Ofunato City × U.S.A.
15 Rikuzentakata City × Singapore
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Ofunato City ×
U.S.A.
Rikuzentakata City ×
Singapore

ARIGATO Host Towns for Supporting Reconstruction

Ninohe City
Northern Iwate city known for its food and traditions. Actively
engaged in cultural exchange with the Gabonese Republic.
Ninohe sits at the northern end of inland Iwate. Rich in traditional culture,
Japan’s largest producer of Joboji lacquer is also known throughout the
country for its brands of poultry, pork, and high-protein low-fat Shorthorn
cattle. Fruit trees thrive in this lower-upland region, and the town is also
recognized for its local sakes and wonderful food culture.

F Local primary schoolers enjoy an online Christmas party with Gabonese peers.
These locals were deeply impressed by Gabon’s natural beauty, and amazed to
discover how much Gabonese children already knew about Japanese anime.

Look

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Ninohe City ×
Gabon

Online Christmas Party Brings Local and
Gabonese Primary Schoolers Together

Gabon
The Japanese Red Cross Society received large contributions from Gabon
following the earthquake. The Red Cross allocated these funds to Ninohe to
support the lives not only of residents but also of the many evacuees who came
here from other regions. Ninohe had another tie to the country through a local
Sake brewer who had made plans with the Gabonese to export sake there. For
these reasons, Ninohe decided to express gratitude by becoming a host.

“Recognizing that our youth are our future,
this project promoted various exchanges
between primary school children in Ninohe
and Gabon. Participants shared supportive
message cards, and created a video
showing the singing of the Gabonese
national anthem. The children also joined
together in an online Christmas party.
The Japanese children apparently showed
particular interest in Gabon’s natural
beauty and its food culture, and were
surprised to learn that Gabonese children
were so familiar with anime and Japanese
music.” (Policy Promotion Division)

Local Attractions
The Joboji area in Ninohe produces about 70% of
Japan’s domestic lacquer. The Joboji lacquerware
created from this high-quality material shines
lustrously and feels wonderful with every use.

Shizukuishi Town
An alluring rustic setting, rich in nature and history.
Stunning colors unfold with each new season.

F Heinrich Popow competed in four consecutive Paralympics, up through the 2016
Games in Rio. He participates in track-and-field clinics around the world, where he
demonstrates how it can be truly fun to run with a prosthetic.

Look

Local Attractions
With a history going back over 120 years, the
Koiwai Farm is a both a working establishment
and a unique national attraction. A very active
enterprise, it is also a deeply relaxing and
wonderfully idyllic setting.

Just west of the city of Morioka, the town of Shizukuishi sits within a string of
mountains soaring over 1000 meters, with the largest of these—Mount Iwate—
just to the north. Most of the area consists of mountains and plateau, dotted with
ten natural hot springs ensconced in the glories of each season. A great leisure
vacation spot filled with history and beauty, the town also features the lovely
brick silos (a national important cultural property) of the nationally known Koiwai
Farm.

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects
Making Posters, Hearing from a Paralympian,
and Learning about Inclusive Society
“Shizukuishi junior and senior high school
students created posters expressing their
thanks for the help received from Germany—
an effort that involved explaining how the
area has recovered, and visits with German
exchange students to impacted areas. They
also invited Paralympian Heinrich Popow,
who graciously came to speak and to
present a track-and-field clinic—teaching
the students the power and importance of
understanding and accepting our current
reality as the true basis for moving forward.”
(Lifelong Learning – Sports Division)

Shizukuishi Town ×
Germany

Germany
In February 1995 we signed a mutual exchange memorandum with the
town of Bad Wimpfen, and in 2004 began student exchanges with both
Bad Wimpfen and its neighboring city of Neckarsulm. After the East
Japan Earthquake, students in both cities immediately began fundraising
activities, and presented contributions through the Shizukuishi International
Exchange Committee to four coastal municipalities in the prefecture.
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Yahaba Town
Making music with Austria.
Using music to connect with the world.
Situated in central Iwate, the town of Yahaba is blessed with many
symbols of abundant nature—including Mt. Nansho, the peak that author
and poet MIYAZAWA Kenji wrote about and loved. This is a compact
city with a university hospital that strives to offer its residents a healthy
and wholesome lifestyle. Another aim is to have music performances
happening within walking distance of any place in town. In November
2016, Yahaba declared itself a “music town.”

F After interacting with their Austrian counterparts, these Japanese primary schoolers
expressed real interest: “It’s fascinating to learn about the differences between our two
countries,” and “I would really like to go there to see.”

Look

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Yahaba Town ×
Austria

Local Attractions

Developing a Menu of LocallySourced Austrian Cuisine

Austria
The town’s Kozukata High School Music Club had been making
regular concert tours to Austria before the earthquake, and so
their Austrian hosts sent many contributions and messages of
hope after the disaster occurred. Yahaba applied to be a Host
Town as a way to express the city's gratitude.

“Starting in February 2020, the town began
active interchange using video production
and online communication. It was very
impressive to see how the primary school
children on both sides really enjoyed
their virtual gatherings. A chef involved in
developing a selection of Austrian dishes
made from local ingredients said ‘It was a
great experience to discover a new charm
in local ingredients.’ ” (Culture and Sports
Division)

Every summer, sightseers enjoy the magnificent
sight of about 400,000 sunflowers in bloom. Nature
here delivers abundant supplies of apples, mountain
grapes, rice, and more; and the town also uses these
to produce new and interesting processed items.

Hanamaki City
A paradise of nature and culture.
Building ties through judo.

F Austrian competitor at an exchange event, with about 120 local junior and
senior high schoolers participating. Events included freestyle judo and the
presentation of signature moves.

Look

Local Attractions
The Hanamaki Festival is a lovely event, with magnificent floats
and a history extending back more than four centuries. The
city offers many sightseeing attractions, including the annual
Hayachine ritual dance (a UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage
event), wanko soba, Hanamaki Onsen Village, and more.
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Known as the birthplace of novelist and poet MIYAZAWA Kenji, the city of Hanamaki is
also famous for its Hanamaki Onsen Village—a leading northeastern hot-spring site where
many generations have come to experience the curative powers of these waters. The city is
ensconced in natural beauty, with lovely sightseeing spots such as Hayachine Quasi-National
Park and the dramatic confluence where the Kuzumaru river drops into the Kitakami river.
Miyazawa, in his poetry, created the cryptic name ”Ihatov” for this region that he so deeply
loved—a place where “history and culture lead the way to kindness and joy.”

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Visit by Women’s Judo Team
Delivers World-Class Event
“The city has carried out exchange events
introducing traditional performance art
and culture, mainly with sister cities in the
U.S.A. and Austria. In September 2019,
the Austrian women’s judo team visited,
and the local youth who came to watch
were deeply impressed by the world-class
athletic performances. Then in November,
the town sent a support flag created by
local elementary schoolers to the U.S.A.
Track & Field.” (Lifelong Learning Division)

Hanamaki City ×
U.S.A. and Austria

U.S.A.

Austria

Immediately following the disaster, the American sister
cities of Hot Springs, Arkansas and Rutland, Vermont, and
the Austrian friendship city of Berndorf sent powerful
messages of encouragement. They also collected funds and
sent large contributions to help support reconstruction.

ARIGATO Host Towns for Supporting Reconstruction

Kitakami City
A center of craftsmanship and sightseeing,
with strong feelings for Serbian culture.
Industry and agriculture are both thriving in the city of Kitakami, situated in the
southern inland part of Iwate Prefecture. The city also has many visitor attractions.
Tenshochi park, famous for its cherry-blossom viewing spots, celebrates its centennial
in 2021. This year also sees the 60th holding of the Kitakami Michinoku Geino festival.
Visitors arrive throughout the year—for the cherry blossoms in spring, the foliage
in autumn, and the skiing in winter. Manufacturing also flourishes here—offering
residents a lovely place to live right next to a great place to work.

F Exhibition panels describe Serbian history and culture. Many visitors say

they felt closer to Serbia after experiencing exhibits of clothing and food.

Look

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Kitakami City ×
Serbia

Efforts by Serbian Track-and-Field
Athletes Greatly Appreciated

Serbia
In 2019, the city began discussions with the Serbian Olympic
Committee about pre-Game hosting for the track-and-field
team. The city felt grateful for the financial contributions
from Serbia following the earthquake, and decided to be an
ARIGATO Host Town as a way to express its gratitude.

“Original plans called for long jumper Ivana
Španović and shot-putter Armin Sinančević
to participate in a pre-Game training
camp, but Covid-19 put a stop to that.
Instead, the embassy arranged an online
seminar, and the city assembled a panel
exhibition showcasing Serbian culture,
sports, handicrafts, and food. These events
made us even more excited to see Serbian
athletes’ performances.” (Sports Promotion
Division)

Local Attractions
Selected as one of the country’s top 100 cherry-blossom
viewing venues, Tenshochi explodes with blossoms from
approximately 10,000 cherry trees, mostly of the North
Japanese Hill Cherry variety. Every year, crowds walk
along a 2-km riverside route entirely shaded by blossoms.

Kuji City
Made famous by the Amachan TV series.
Strong ties with Lithuania for 30 years.

F A judo exchange event. “Although we could not understand their words, they
communicated their feelings clearly through their very attentive participation and coaching.”

Look

Local Attractions
This city was one of the main locations for the Amachan TV series. The
show popularized the area’s divers (called “sea women,” as almost all
are female). These divers are recognized as an intangible folk cultural
property of the city, and typically free dive to depths in excess of 10
meters, collecting up to ten sea urchins before coming back up.

The city sits amidst rich and diverse nature, with many famous spots—such
as the coastline of Sanriku Reconstruction National Park to the east, and
magnificent gorges and mountain forests to the west. The NHK TV drama
series Amachan popularized the area’s female divers, the local amber, the
Kuji Autumn festival, and other local highlights. The city is the birthplace of
one of the greatest judo practitioners of all time—MIFUNE Kyuzo—and is
home to a flourishing judo community to this day.

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Two Judo Athletes Came to Kuji;
Kuji Delegation Sent to Lithuania
“Two athletes from the Lithuanian Judo
National Team were accepted here, and
they participated in cultural exchange and
judo activity. The city also sent a delegation
to Lithuania for a judo training clinic,
and set up a local Lithuanian Olympic
Day exhibition. After Covid-19 arrived,
local students produced various support
goods and put together an ‘Introducing
Lithuania’s exhibit.” (Lifelong Learning
Division)

Kuji City ×
Lithuania

Lithuania
Kuji and Klaipėda became sister cities in 1989, as both are
centers of amber production. Following the earthquake,
Klaipėda contributed financially and also convened a
paper-crane campaign to express hope for the peaceful
repose of the deceased and the successful rebuilding of
the city. Students from more than 20 schools in the city
contributed paper cranes to the event.
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Noda Village
Welcoming Taiwanese visitors
with locally harvested seafood.
Situated on the Pacific coast in northern Iwate, the village of Noda brings
together the charms of the ocean, mountains, rivers, and home-town
atmosphere. Breath-taking scenes include the Daito no Kura cliff, jutting
up about 50 meters above the fishing port, and the Tofugaura stretch of
the gently curving coastline. Food specialties from the rough seas include
Araumi scallops and wakame.

F A friendship concert featuring a visiting orchestra from Changhua, Taiwan. After the
magnificent music, the performers were treated to local seafood and other traditional dishes.

Look

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Noda Village ×
Taiwan

Sharing Music and Local Cuisine
Warm Feelings Transcend Language Barriers

Taiwan
The Buddhist Tzu Chi Foundation sent financial contributions to all
affected households, and the Taipei Zhongzheng and Taipei Fuling
Rotary Clubs sent drums, wind instruments, sport equipment,
and more to local elementary and middle schools. The village’s
Host Town activities are meant to express gratitude and to keep
Taiwanese partners apprised of the village’s reconstruction progress.

“In 2018, the village invited an orchestra
from Changhua, Taiwan for a recital, and
entertained the guests with local cuisine,
mochi pounding, and a drum performance.
In that same year, the village sent four
middle-school students to Taiwan, where
they interviewed top track-and-field
athletes, and made posters to express
feelings of gratitude and support. They
reported that their Taiwanese hosts ‘made
us feel like we were a family, reuniting after
a long separation.’” (Executive Office, Board
of Education)

Local Attractions
Scallop farming flourishes in this village. The rough
surf jostles the scallops, producing a thick and
succulent texture with a rich, characteristically
sweet taste—delicious raw, boiled, or grilled.

Miyako City
A port city blessed with sea products.
Sharing with Singapore.
Located at the easternmost area of Honshu, the city of Miyako enjoys a
magnificent natural environment of forests, rivers, and ocean. Sightseers
come in all seasons to the beautiful Jodogahama beach, one of the
premier spots on the Sanriku coast. Fisheries also thrive here, as the action
of the Kuroshio and Oyashio currents delivers excellent catches all year
F A class led by a speaker who had lived in Singapore. Students showed great
long of many types of fish, including salmon, saury, sea urchin, abalone,
interest in Singaporean life.
and hair crab.
Look

Local Attractions
Local seasonal ingredients—including many
varieties of seafood—are packed into milk bottles,
and contents can then be poured over rice to
create an exquisite and very popular rice dish.
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ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

“Host Town Lunch” Features
Singaporean Food
“Elementary and middle schoolers,
among others, enjoyed a ‘Host Town
lunch’ featuring Singaporean cuisine.
In addition, Sarah Chu, a Singaporeborn CIR (Coordinator for International
Relations) from the city of Rikuzentakata,
was invited to present a lesson about
Singapore. Students at the session asked
many questions and showed interest,
excitement, and positive feelings about
Singapore.” (Lifelong Learning Division)

Miyako City ×
Singapore

Singapore
The Singapore Red Cross contributed funds to help build the
Taro Support Center, which provides help to people affected
by the disaster. They also provided funds to purchase
new equipment for Miyako Athletics Park’s track-and-field
grounds, which had been totally destroyed. The city applied
to be an ARIGATO Host Town as a way to express gratitude.

ARIGATO Host Towns for Supporting Reconstruction

Yamada Town
Linked for more than 4 centuries.
A food connection…
The town of Yamada, at the approximate center of Iwate’s Rikuchu coast,
is well known for its serene, lake-like Yamada Bay, and for the oysters and
scallops cultivated in this bay. The rivers flowing down from the surrounding
mountains make this area a wonderful place for farming shellfish. The town
offers beautiful nature, lovely waters and mountains, and gourmet food. If you
enjoy travelling, being outdoors, hiking and climbing mountains, and eating
great food—this is a place you should visit.

Yamada Town ×
Netherlands

Netherlands
Contact began back in the Edo period, when ships from
Netherlands landed in Yamada. Zeist, Netherlands and
Yamada became friendship cities in 2000, as part of the
400th anniversary of the start of friendship. Yamada
became active as an ARIGATO Host Town in 2018,
focusing on the interchange of sports and food culture.

F A visiting karate athlete from Netherlands. The children expressed surprised
at her height, and were also surprised to learn about the cultural differences.
“Everything we heard about was completely new.”

Look

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Visiting Netherlands to Report on
Progress; Strengthening Ties with Karate
“The town engaged in numerous types
of exchange—food-related activities, a
gathering with Dutch karate athletes, and
a cultural event where Japanese and Dutch
artists were invited. In 2019, local chefs and
other staff visited Netherlands to present
an update of the town’s recovery progress;
the chefs prepared Japanese dishes using
the local ingredients for Dutch vegetarian
karate athletes there. In 2020, the town
produced a video for Netherlands, and
conducted online gatherings.” (Lifelong
Learning Division)

Local Attractions
Visitors can take a boat to visit Holland Island, an
uninhabited island in Yamada Bay surrounded by a
shelf where oysters and scallops are cultivated. The
main streets and undeveloped areas offer a variety
of experiences and are well worth a visit.

Otsuchi Town
Strengthening ties with Taiwan
and Saudi Arabia.

F At a meeting in town, participants sample dates (Arabian super-food), see
photos, and try on clothing—learning about the charms of Saudi Arabia.

The town of Otsuchi offers beautiful scenery, great food, and a culture that
features anime and tradition. As a way of showing the success of recovery,
the town is currently producing a short animation of featuring Otsuchi
Kai, the “image character” of the Sanriku Railway's Otsuchi Station. An
animated film entitled Misaki no Mayoiga about family ties, set partially in
Otsuchi, is scheduled to open on August 27, 2021.

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Inviting Taiwanese Influencers to
Support Worldwide PR

Visiting Saudi Arabia to Deepen
Ties

“Taiwanese influencers visited emergency
public housing (built with the help of outside
support) and Otsuchi High School. They
engaged warmly with residents and students,
and helped publicize the charms of the town’s
scenery, food, and traditional culture. The
town, together with the village of Noda and
the Fukushima city of Minamisoma and village
of Kitashiobara, opened a booth at the Taipei
International Comics & Animation Festival.”
(Industry Promotion Division)

“Town representatives visited Saudi
diplomat H.E. Nayef Alfahadi to express
thanks and talk about future exchanges.
The town also engaged in an online
conference with the Saudi Sports Ministry
and Soccer Association. As a way of sharing
something about Saudia Arabian food
culture, the town served up dates—the
Arabian “superfood”—at the Otsuchi
Salmon Festival.” (Industry Promotion
Division)

Otsuchi Town ×
Taiwan and Saudi Arabia

Taiwan

Saudi Arabia

Taiwan contributed financially to the construction of
emergency public housing, held a recovery-support
concert, established a scholarship, and more. Saudi
Arabia provided free LP gas for some of the town’s
temporary housing, and air conditioning equipment for
the temporary town hall.
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Kamaishi City
A rugby town, forging ties
through athletics.
Centrally located inside Sanriku Reconstruction National Park, the town of
Kamaishi has multiple identities: an “iron town” because of its Hashino Blast
Furnace Ruins, a World Heritage Site; a “fish town” with one of the world’s three
largest fisheries (the Sanriku fisheries); and a sports-loving “rugby town” that
is home to the Nippon Steel rugby club, seven-time consecutive winner of the
All-Japan Rugby Football Championship. As Kamaishi has been selected one of
venues for the 2019 Rugby World Cup, sports culture is deep-rooted to the city.

F Playing tag rugby. Elementary schoolers feel a growing tie with Australia as
they make contact with a different culture, and with the English language.

Look

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Kamaishi City ×
Australia

Local Attractions

Youth Connect with Rugby
Athletes

Australia
Following the earthquake, an Australian playing on the
Kamaishi Seawaves rugby team engaged in volunteer
work with his teammates to gather relief supplies. From
2015, the town has sent middle schoolers to Australia for
hands-on learning.

“Since signing on as a Host Town in
2017, Kamaishi has focused on the rugby
connection. The town invited Australian
rugby great Scott Fardy to give instruction
to high schoolers. Cultural exchange
involving the residents and elementary
schoolers, together with tag rugby games,
and overseas study by middle schoolers
initiated in 2015, have resulted in a strong
sports-culture connection oriented to
young people.” (International Exchange
Division)

The town offers mountains, ocean, and rivers—a setting
that produces many wonderful things to eat. The Hashino
Blast Furnace Ruins became a UNESCO World Heritage Site
in 2015. Visitors should also check out Kamaishi Unosumai
Memorial Stadium, with its interesting hybrid grass field.

Ofunato City
Abundant marine resources.
A jazz connection with the US.

F Invited American jazz musicians play a concert.

Look

Local Attractions
Saito confectionary, established in 1933, makes the city’s
famous kamome no tamago (“seagull eggs”)—a candy
treat that riffs on the idea of the seagulls that thrive in
this coastal setting. Each tasty egg consists of a yellowish
navy bean paste “yolk” and a white chocolate “shell”.
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Situated on the cost in southern Iwate, the city of Ofunato has had a
flourishing fishing industry from days of old. The Sanriku Fisheries—one of
the world’s three largest—catches more saury, in both quantity and value,
than any other location in Honshu. The town is also a major producer of
wakame, abalone, sea urchin, and salmon. The climate is relatively mild,
with cool summers and almost no snow accumulations in winter. The
setting projects a calm port-city atmosphere all year round.
ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Jazz Concert Planned by Local—
A Huge Success
“In 2018 the city invited US consul Harvey
Beasley, from the US Consulate General
in Sapporo, to speak to the city’s lifelonglearning promotion club on the topic of
‘International Exchange Going Forward.’
The participants came up with the idea
of holding a concert, and proceeded to
invite jazz musicians from the US. All three
performances were sold out, and were a
great success. This musical initiative formed
the core of the city’s Host Town activity, and
generated considerable interest and attention
among residents.” (Lifelong Learning Division)

Ofunato City ×
U.S.A.

U.S.A.
US international rescue teams engaged in search-andrescue operations. A volunteer group based in Boston
sent volunteers here for seven months to help remove
debris. It was these deeds that led the city to be an
ARIGATO Host Town.

ARIGATO Host Towns for Supporting Reconstruction

Rikuzentakata City
Hope for recovery builds ties
with Singapore.
Located at the southernmost coast of Iwate, the city of Rikuzentakata is
blessed with ocean, mountains, and rivers, and is home to the beautiful
Takatamatsubara beach. The “miracle pine,” left standing after the tsunami,
is a symbol of hope, as recovery work goes on. The city is committed to
rebuilding in a way that will be less vulnerable to disaster, intentionally
inclusive society, and a beautiful example for the world.

F Singapore Fair, in 2019, offered a chance to interact with Singaporeans and
experience their culture. Participants enjoyed chicken rice and other Singaporean fare.

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Rikuzentakata City ×
Singapore

Online Dialogues and Concert

Singapore
The Republic of Singapore extended great help to the
city after the earthquake: supporting the construction of
a community hall and library, establishing a scholarship,
and more. The city became an ARIGATO Host Town in
2018 as a way of expressing thanks and building longlasting ties of friendship and sharing.

“The Singapore Fair, in the autumn of
2019, offered the opportunity to hear from
Singaporeans and experience something
of their culture. An online gathering was
held in the spring 2021. Rikuzentakata’s
mayor spoke remotely with the deputy
chief of mission at Singapore’s Tokyo
embassy, and a Japanese singer/songwriter
living in Singapore gave a live performance
via YouTube. City brochures also had a
Singapore information corner.” (Tourism
and Exchange Division)

Look

Local Attractions
The state-run Takatamatsubara Memorial Park for TSUNAMI
Disaster is a symbol of the city’s recovery. The nationallymanaged park includes a seawall and a flower tribute
stand, and also holds the famous “miracle pine”—the only
tree at the west end of the bay that survived the tsunami.

IWATE The Future of the ARIGATO Host Towns Initiative
The Host Towns initiative shall continue promoting exchanges after the Tokyo 2020 Games are over.
Residents of Iwate municipalities tell us about how they’d like to do international exchanges going forward.
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Ocean and Mountains, and Wonderful Food

MIYAGI
The prefecture of Miyagi is home to eight Host Towns, most of them along the seacoast. The
prefecture maintains active interchanges with countries in Europe, South America, and more.

Kesennuma City × Indonesia
Ishinomaki City ×
Tunisia
Kami Town × Chile

Higashimatsushima
City × Denmark

Sendai City × Italy

Natori City ×
Canada
Iwanuma City ×
South Africa
Watari Town × Israel
17 Kami Town × Chile; Sendai City × Italy
18 Kesennuma City × Indonesia; Ishinomaki City × Tunisia
19 Higashimatsushima City × Denmark; Natori City × Canada
20 Iwanuma City × South Africa; Watari Town × Israel
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ARIGATO Host Towns for Supporting Reconstruction

Kami Town
Beautiful rural setting of the Naruse river.
With its own local “Mt. Fuji.”
The town of Kami came into existence in 2003, with the merging of the
towns of Nakaniida, Onoda, and Miyazaki. This beautiful place is blessed
with mountains, plateau, hills, and a lovely rural landscape around the
Naruse river that cuts through the town. The soaring Mount Yakurai,
located near the center of town, is also known as Kami’s Mt. Fuji; and the
Yakurai Garden at the foot of the mountain adorns itself with flowers in all
seasons.

F Online assembly from three locations, linking Kami and Chile. This first get-together in
18 months began with greetings in different languages, followed by reports about training.

Look

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Kami Town ×
Chile

Local Attractions

Reuniting Online with Members
of Visiting Training Camp

Chile
The town of Minamisanriku, earlier known as Shizugawa,
has maintained close ties with Chile since the time of the
May 1960 Great Chilean Earthquake and tsunamis. When
Minamisanriku suffered great damage in the Great East
Japan Earthquake, Kami served as a refuge for many of the
city’s evacuees—leading to a new connection between Kami
and Chile, and to Kami’s decision to become a Host Town.

“The town hosted a pre-Games training
camp for the Chile paracanoe team. It
also invited a Chilean youth orchestra
foundation, and took other steps to
deepen ties with Chile. Members of the
local Nakaniida High School canoe club
participated in a February 2021 online
session with Chilean paracanoeists. The
Chilean side explained canoeing techniques,
and gave advice about mental and physical
conditioning—significantly boosting
the motivation of the club members to
keep working and improving.“ (Board of
Education Sports Promotion Division)

The town presents traditional festivals and events,
and is the home of the Nakaniida Bach Hall—also
known as the “concert hall in the paddies”—one of
the top audio-equipped venues in the country.

Sendai City
Bustling city amidst lush nature.
Largest city in Tohoku.

F Youth from Sendai and Italy get together for joint practice and a friendly

game. Sports activities promote sharing and deepen mutual understanding.

Look

Local Attractions
The Sendai specialty of roasted ox tongue, now an
essential part of the city’s food culture, is said to
have first appeared during the difficult post-war
period. Today’s residents and visitors can enjoy this
dish at about 100 eateries in the city.

Photo: Miyagi Prefecture's
Tourism Promotion Office

Bounded on the east by the Pacific and on the west by Ou mountain range,
Sendai—the largest city in Tohoku—offers both marine and winter sports.
Residents and visitors also enjoy the Akiu hot springs and Sakunami hot
springs, and all of the rich nature of the setting. The city offers a variety of
events, including the springtime Aoba festival and the summer Tanabata
festival. There are so many things to enjoy here throughout the entire year.

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Joint Practice and Friendly
Games—A Place to Share Cultures
“Participants included Italian players
from men’s U-19 Serie B soccer, women’s
sitting volleyball, and the 2018 Volleyball
Women’s World Championship. Joint
practices and friendly games provided
opportunities to interact, to learn about
each other’s culture, and to deepen
mutual understanding. Middle school girls
appreciated the unique opportunity to
compete against a foreign volleyball team
of Italian U-16 players.” (Sports Promotion
Division)

Sendai City ×
Italy

Italy
In 1613 the feudal lord DATE Masamune sent the Keicho
mission to Europe to conduct trade negotiations. In 2002,
Sendai was delighted to host Italian representatives
attending the FIFA World Cup. Italy gave very warm
support and encouragement to the people of Sendai
following the earthquake.

Photo: Miyagi Prefecture's Tourism Promotion Office
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Kesennuma City
One of nation’s top fishery spots.
Featured on NHK morning drama!
The city of Kesennuma sits at northeast corner of Miyagi, with a lovely ria
coastline along the Pacific. The city has an excellent port along Kesennuma
Bay, surrounded by tranquil yet beautiful nature in all seasons. With one of
the world’s top three fisheries, the Sanriku Fisheries, Kesennuma is among
the country’s top fish producers, and is the country’s largest supplier of
skipjack tuna. The city also boasts large seasonal catches of shark fin,
swordfish, saury, and more.

Kesennuma City ×
Indonesia

Indonesia
After the disaster, then Indonesian president
Yudhoyono visited and presented a large donation and
warm encouragement. Some of the 2 million dollars
went into the building of the Kesennuma library—
where the children’s area was named the Yudhoyono
Friendship Children’s Section. Today the library stands
as a symbol of Indonesia’s warm support.

F The city has many Indonesian residents. People get together over food, and
the local schools sometimes serve Indonesian cuisine.

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Indonesian Technical Trainees
Interact with the Locals
“Many technical trainees from Indonesia
reside in the city in connection with the
thriving fisheries industry, and many local
events bring people together to share
special dishes from their home towns. Also,
Kesennuma Elementary School engages
in online meetings with Indonesia’s No.
32 Banda Aceh elementary school, where
participants deepen their understanding
of each other’s culture and lifestyles—
enjoying their dialogues even when they
don’t understand the words.” (Regional
Promotion Division)

Look

Local Attractions
Kesennuma is one of
the country’s three
largest fisheries and a
thriving port. This city
is also the birthplace
and childhood
home of the fictional
character Mone in
the NHK TV drama
series Okaeri Mone,
much of which was
shot on location here.
The city’s waters and
mountains provide
both wonderful food
and beautiful scenery.

Ishinomaki City
ISHINOMORI Shotaro’s beloved town.
So many places to enjoy.

F Tunisia swimming team interacts students of a swimming school in Ishinomaki in a
pre-Covid visit. The team participated in training and sharing during their two-week stay.

Look

Local Attractions
In 2021, the Ishinomori Manga Museum celebrates
the twentieth anniversary of its founding. The
museum honors the work of the great manga
artist ISHINOMORI Shotaro, creator of Kamen Rider
and Cyborg 009.
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The city of Ishinomaki is part of the Sanriku Fisheries, one of the world’s
top three. The route from the train station to the center of town is known
as “Manga Road”; the road ends at the Ishinomori Manga Museum, and is
lined with statues of manga characters. Other major attractions include
the Sant Juan Bautista historical ship museum and Mt. Kinka. The city
represents the real beauty of northeastern Miyagi.

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Learning from interactions with Kendo
Team, Swimming Team, and More
“Ishinomaki Kendo Club had the
opportunity to play Tunisia’s National
Kendo Team. The Tunisian Paralympic
Committee, the Tunisian Embassy, and
Ishinomaki’s Teizan elementary school
came together in an exchange, as did
the Tunisian Swim Team, the Teizan
elementary school, and the Ishinomaki
swimming school. The production of
DVD videos to be sent to our friends
presented an opportunity to familiarize the
local residents with our relationship and
interactions with Tunisia.” (Tokyo Olympics
and Paralympics Promotion Office)

Ishinomaki City ×
Tunisia

Tunisia
The city’s interactions with Tunisia began in 1992, when
Tunisian students at Tohoku university came to Ishinomaki
for home stays. The city has named two streets in honor
of the Tunisian connection: Tunisia Avenue and Carthage
Avenue. Tunisia extended considerable support to the
city after the disaster, providing supplies and helping with
emergency food distribution. The city became an ARIGATO
Host Town as a way of expressing thanks.

ARIGATO Host Towns for Supporting Reconstruction

Higashimatsushima City
Gorgeous Oku-Matsushima, stunning cherryblossom viewing. Slow-paced and beautiful.
This city was created in 2005 through the merger of two towns. It sits amidst
a wide variety of natural beauty. Cultivated fields spread over the east side,
while hills in the center of town include the well-known Takiyama blossomviewing spot. On the west is Oku-Matsushima, situated on the east edge of
Matsushima area, itself one of the famous “three views of Japan.” The city
is well known for its nori and oyster farms—and the nori, in particular, has
frequently found its way to Japan’s Imperial table.

Higashimatsushima City ×
Denmark

Denmark
While many foreign embassies ordered their staffs home
after the earthquake, Danish Ambassador Franz-Michael
Mellbin stayed in Japan, and visited Higashimatsushima
on March 30. The country gave a large donation and
sent toys to local children, beginning a relationship that
continues today.

F Home-stay student from Denmark experiencing Japanese middle school.
Unfortunately, Covid caused cancellation of plans for local students to visit Denmark.

Look

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Local Attractions

Denmark Middle Schoolers
Come for Home Stay
“Denmark’s help after the earthquake
opened the way to academic and industrial
exchanges. In 2019, the country sent 12
middle schoolers for home stays with 12
Higashimatsushima middle school kids
in the city. Although the visitors were
young, the seemed very mature—with
strong opinions they confidently shared,
provoking their middle school hosts into
active responses that everyone found
very enjoyable.” (Tokyo Olympics and
Paralympics Promotion Office)

The city is home to the JASDF Matsushima Air Base,
where the Blue Impulse demonstration team (Squadron
11, 4th Air Wing) is stationed. More than 50,000 visitors
come to view the show of the base's annual festival.

Natori City
Historical heritage and
traditional entertainment.

F The city invited Canadian-born teachers to read picture books to students in
both Japanese and English. Other events included English-language presentations
about Canadian nature and culture.

Look

Local Attractions
The city is known for its akagai (red clams) and
hokugen shirasu (whitebait). Cultivation of
carnations began around 1940, and the city
remains Tohoku’s top producer despite significant
damage caused by the earthquake.

The city of Natori is in southeast Miyagi. Known for its mix of nature and
history, the area enjoys a fine climate and has been very fertile since
ancient times. The city is home to many historical and cultural treasures:
a set of three Kumano shrines; the Raijinyama tumulus (Tohoku’s largest)
and other Takatsuka-type tumuli; the Kumanodo tunnel tombs, and more.
Local folk entertainment—including Shinto and courtly dancing and
music—evokes the once flourishing Kumano religion.

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Picture Books and Food—
Learning About Canadian Culture
“The city has held various events and talks
to publicize and experience Canadian
history and culture. Canadian-born
teachers read Canadian picture books to
children in both English and Japanese;
local restaurants used Canadian-sourced
ingredients and collaborated on
preparation; and specialty dishes were
prepared based a suggestion from local
high schoolers who had studied Canadian
food culture.” (ARIGATO Host Town
Promotion Office)

Natori City ×
Canada

Canada
Immediately following the disaster, the Canadian
government, the provinces of British Columbia and
Alberta, and the Canada Wood Group all started
providing support to help the heavily damaged coastal
area. Ten years on, the city has started Host Town
activities as a way to express gratitude and friendship.
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Iwanuma City
Shifting a focus from recovery to regional revitalization;
Toward a city where people want to live and keep on living.
A thriving city of commerce and industry, Iwanuma was very quick at
moving groups of displaced people and completing temporary housing
after the disaster occurred, promoting community-oriented reconstruction
as the front runner of recovery. Iwanuma is moving forward with its
advanced and ambitious vision of achieving regional revitalization and
becoming a city where people want to live and keep on living.

F Presenting paper cranes and signed messages to players at the Rugby World Cup.
The town asked South African players how to best support them, and then sent a
booster group of locals, most of them victims in some way of the disaster, to the match.

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Iwanuma City ×
South Africa

Poster Contest and Online
Award Ceremony

South Africa
Following the earthquake, South Africa very quickly
dispatched a rescue team to Iwanuma. Later the country
also gave other kinds of support—such as gifts of
messaged soccer balls, and African drum performances at
evacuation shelters and schools. In appreciation, Iwanuma
decided to become an ARIGATO Host Town in 2018.

“Local residents presented signed
messages and paper cranes to South
African players here for the 2019 Rugby
World Cup. Residents were extremely
excited as they watched on TV as the
South African team won the cup. Children
in both countries then engaged in a
contest creating support posters for each
other for the Tokyo 2020 Games; the kids
in Iwanuma were delighted to receive a
commendation from the South African
Olympic Committee as a result.” (Regional
Construction Promotion Division)

Look

Local Attractions
Takekoma Shrine is one of country’s three main
shrines dedicated to the god Inari. Kanahebisui
Shrine goes back over 1000 years. The city’s
Millenium Hope Hills serves as a memorial park
and a disaster-prevention education center.

Watari Town
Hills and sea breezes
The “Shonan of Tohoku”

F Israeli embassy official visits an elementary school class. The official
approved of the Israeli food served for lunch, and the children enjoyed it too.

Look

Local Attractions
The always bustling Watari B&B Ocean Center
offers canoeing, stand-up paddleboarding, and
other marine sports.
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Situated in southeast Miyagi, about 26 kilometers south of Sendai, the town of Watari
is surrounded by magnificent nature—with the Pacific on the east, the Abukumakochi hills on the west, and the Abakuma River on the north. The climate is relatively
mild, with cool sea breezes in summer and limited snow in winter; the area is
sometimes called Tohoku’s Shonan (referring to a coastal region southwest of Tokyo
with a very mild climate). The climate is ideal for growing fruit trees and ornamental
plants, and the area is also a well-known producer of strawberries.

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Elementary School Serves Israeli
Food
“The town established connections with
the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs, its
Ministry of Culture and Sport, its Olympic
Committee, and the Israeli Embassy.
Youth judo sports clubs participated in
friendship games, the elementary school
served Israeli food, and the relationships
deepened. The embassy’s first secretary
organized special lessons, sparking
considerable interest in Israel among
students.” (Planning Division)

Watari Town ×
Israel

Israel
After the disaster, Israel goodwill ambassador
Celia Dunkelman’s NPO, Celia Circle, together with
other individuals associated with Israel, gave very
generous support to help the town. Watari became an
ARIGATO Host Town as a way to express thanks and to
communicate the progress of recovery.

ARIGATO Host Towns for Supporting Reconstruction

MIYAGI The Future of the ARIGATO Host Towns Initiative
Residents in Miyagi’s Host Towns shared their hopes about how they’d like to engage in international exchanges in
the future. They are now doing many online gatherings, but would really like to meet in person.
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Another way to learn about ARIGATO Host Towns:

Visit the Host Towns
Virtual Space!
F Start at the welcome area. The ARIGATO Host Towns

You can visit the Host Town House Virtual Space online through September 5, 2021.
The space introduces the concepts and policies of the ARIGATO Host Towns, as well
as those of the other types of Host Towns such as the Host Town of a Harmonious
and Inclusive Society. While the Tokyo 2020 Games are in progress, the site will
unfold support projects in the languages of different countries. So please stroll
through the space to learn more about how our international exchange efforts work.

introductions can be found in the Theme-based Activities Area,
which you can access by clicking the upper right button on the map.

F To learn about the ARIGATO Host Towns and
reconstruction, go to the doors marked “復興”
(reconstruction). You can click on the screen, move
around freely, and view the content.

Entry to Host Towns
Virtual Space
3 host-town.jp/house
Accessible Until:
Sunday, September 5, 2021

F Stroll through the virtual space and enjoy the content about Host Town policies.
You can also access the ARIGATO Host Towns introduction area.
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Expressing Thanks. Sharing Our Rebuilding and Rebirth.

FUKUSHIMA
The prefecture of Fukushima has 11 Host Towns, associated with 12 foreign countries and regions.
The prefecture is still working on its recovery, and feelings toward partners are very warm.

23 Date City × Guyana; Nihonmatsu City × Kuwait
24 Kitashiobara Village × Taiwan; Kitakata City × U.S.A.
25 Motomiya City × UK; Iitate Village × Laos
26 Minamisoma City × Djibouti, Taiwan, U.S.A., Republic of Korea
27 Hirono Town × Argentina, Indonesia;
Kawamata Town × Argentina; Naraha Town × Argentina, Greece
28 Shirakawa City × Qatar

Nihonmatsu City ×
Kuwait

Date City × Guyana
Kawamata Town ×
Argentina

Kitashiobara Village ×
Taiwan
Kitakata City ×
U.S.A.

Motomiya City × UK
Shirakawa City × Qatar
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Iitate Village ×
Laos
Minamisoma City ×
Djibouti
Taiwan
U.S.A.
Republic of Korea

Naraha Town ×
Argentina
Greece
Hirono Town × Argentina
Indonesia

ARIGATO Host Towns for Supporting Reconstruction

Date City
A city of fruit trees and nature.
The drum festival brings everyone together.
The city of Date is known for the cultivation of the fruit trees that grow so well in
the Fukushima Basin climate, in the north of the prefecture. It is a major producer of
anpo-gaki (dried persimmons) and peaches. The city sits amidst abundant nature,
and is home to the famous Mt. Ryozen, a holy place in Tohoku’s Sangaku Buddhism
(spiritual practices connected with sacred mountains). The city’s best known
celebration is the Datena Taiko (Drum) Festival, until recently called the Datena
Rebirth Festival in reference to the area’s rebuilding efforts.

F Team Guyana’s manager enjoys a warm welcome from residents at the Datena Taiko
Festival. Members also had the chance to see historical landmarks, go peach picking,
and generally enjoy the city’s culture and nature.

Look

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Date City ×
Guyana

Guyana Sports Team Startled by
Taste of Peaches!

Guyana
The earthquake, hitting the city with a magnitude just
under 6, damaged about 300 homes, forced people to
evacuate, and placed limits on agricultural shipments.
The city used money donated by the Republic of Guyana
to purchase electrical appliances for evacuees, and build
a more normal living environment.

“Guyana Olympic Committee members
enjoyed peach picking while visiting the
city in August 2019—expressing surprise
and delight at the sweetness and taste.
The happy residents urged them to “Eat
more!” The visitors also participated in the
Datena Taiko Festival, as they experienced
something of traditional culture. Later,
ties were strengthened further by remote
meetings and the production and sharing
of supportive videos.” (General Policy
Division)

Local Attractions
Because the city is situated in a basin, it records
the highest summer temperatures in Japan. As
a result, peaches grown here have a high sugar
content and bright coloration—guaranteed sweet
and delicious.

Nihonmatsu City
Chrysanthemum dolls in autumn.
Castle town, lush nature.

F Local elementary schoolers and the Kami-Kawasaki Japanese Paper Club got together

to create raised cloth pictures of camellia blossoms and local scenes. Participants made a
film of the creation process and the finished works, and presented the DVD as a gift.

Look

Local Attractions
Nihonmatsu has had a large population of chrysanthemum
lovers since the Edo Period. Chrysanthemum dolls began
decorating the city in early Showa. Today’s Chrysanthemum
Festival called "Nihonmatsu-Kiku-Ningyo"—one of the
largest in the Japan—is famous throughout the country.

Located in the center north of the prefecture, the city area was part of the Nihonmatsu
feudal domain during the Edo period. The Nihonmatsu Castle, familiarly known
as "Kasumi-ga-jo,” is one of the 100 finest castles in the country. Every autumn the
city holds the month-long Nihonmatsu Chrysanthemum Festival at this castle, with
chrysanthemum and other flowers adorning dolls, statues, and more. To the west stands
Mt. Adatara—one of the country’s 100 finest peaks. The Abukuma river flows through
the city, with gently beautiful scenery stretching into the distance.

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Elementary Schoolers Send Raised Cloth
Pictures Made on Handmade Japanese Paper
“Residents together produced a video sent
to the Kuwaiti team, giving a message
of support: ‘Let’s go Kuwait! Our town
awaits you!’ In addition, local elementary
students collaborated in creating raised
cloth pictures made on town’s special
Kami-kawasaki Japanese paper. These
pictures, together with a video showing
the creation process, were also sent to
Kuwait. Participating students said that the
project had made them want to learn more
about Kuwait.” (Board of Education Lifelong
Learning Division).

Nihonmatsu City ×
Kuwait

Kuwait
Kuwait sent large contributions to Japan after the
earthquake. Some of the funds came to Nihonmatsu
though the Japanese Red Cross. The city used these
donations to give support to small and middle-size
businesses, and to help students who had been attending
a damaged high school in the Hamadori coastal area to
travel to satellite schools.
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Kitashiobara Village
Great scenic beauty.
Flourishing agriculture.
The village of Kitashiobara enjoys abundant blessings of nature. The
village is home to Mount Bandai, and also the famous Urabandai (“behind
Bandai”) area—a lovely expanse dotted with over 300 ponds large and
small. The area produces a wide variety of local specialties: plateau
vegetables such as daikon radish and corn, pond smelt, Aizu rock salt, and
more. The village is also well known for its skiing and fishing.

F Invited to the village after the earthquake, the dance troupe performed at the
middle school. The village has also invited the troupe to the Snow Festival, and the
relationship continues.

Look

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Kitashiobara Village ×
Taiwan

Traditional Dance Offers Encouragement
Deeps Ties as Host Town
“After the earthquake, the Taiwan Dancers
Association performed in the village. Then,
in 2014, the Taiwan Tourist Association sent
a traditional dance troupe to the village,
where their powerful performance gave great
encouragement to villagers suffering from the
many unfounded rumors surrounding the
nuclear plant accident. The village expressed
thanks by inviting the Association back, and also
through meetings and other interactions. These
efforts have deepened the ties with Taiwan, and
the village shall maintain and build on these
going forward.” (General Planning Division)

Taiwan
Just three months after the earthquake ,the Taiwan Dance
Association gave charity performances in four locations in
the village as a way to encourage the many victims who
had been evacuated here. In 2012, the village started a
program to send middle schoolers to Taiwan, and today it
continues to promote cultural exchange.

Local Attractions
Spring comes late to the Urabandai area, and the
cherry trees don’t blossom until late April. Over
3000 cherry trees in the Sakuratoge Pass, from
a planting that started in 2001, attract blossom
viewers from around the country.

Kitakata City
A “Storehouse” city with sacred sports
ground.

F Fukushima Prefectural Ogino Rowing Course, established in 1950 to host a
national competition. The city invited American athletes to the World Junior Rowing
Championships, where they spent some time interacting with the residents.

Look

Local Attractions
Known for its very own “Kitakata ramen,” and for
the special flat, aged, and moist noodles used as
the main ingredient. People here enjoy their local
“ramen culture” and can eat ramen form morning
till night. And many tourists love it too, of course.
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The city has many rivers running through its mountains—including the
Aga and the Tadami—and has therefore served as a shipping storage point
from times of old. In fact, it has so many storehouses that it is sometimes
called a “city of storehouse.” Surprisingly, although the city is mountainous,
it is also home to Fukushima’s only officially recognized boat course—so it
is much appreciated by boat lovers. Some have also called Kitakata a “city
of rowing.”

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

American Rowing Athletes Inspire
Local High-School Rowing Club
“In 2019, as a way of expressing thanks
and showing its recovery progress, the city
invited sister-city organization members
for a visit. That same year, the city also
invited American athletes who had
participated in the World Rowing Junior
Championships to come and interact with
residents. The rowing clubs of the local
high schools participated, learned, and
were inspired—and then went on to win
the Tohoku Rowing Championship. The
city later expressed its thanks to the CEO
of the US Rowing Association.” (Board of
Education Lifelong Learning Division)

Kitakata City ×
U.S.A.

U.S.A.
Kitakata and Wilsonville became sister cities 1988,
promoting interactions among residents. Subsequently,
for the past 30 years Kitakata has both hosted and sent
high-school study missions, and continues to maintain
a strong relationship. Wilsonville residents sent very
encourage messages and donations to the city following
the earthquake, encouraging both residents and evacuees.

ARIGATO Host Towns for Supporting Reconstruction

Motomiya City
The “Navel of Fukushima”
with a British style
Centrally located in Fukushima’s Nakadori region with easy access to
surrounding urban areas, the city of Motomiya is sometimes called
the “navel of Fukushima.” While the city itself is the smallest in the
prefecture—in both population and area—the residents call it “the city
of happy living.” The city has also put effort into creating sightseeing
attractions, such as the English Garden established to support the city’s
relationship with the UK.

F Middle-school students observe a training session run by a British Olympic canoeist. The
city has also invited British students, and continues building a strong mutual relationship.

Look

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Motomiya City ×
UK

Local Attractions

Visiting the British Canoe Team.
Handling a Gold Medal.

United Kingdom
In 2017, Motomiya’s English Garden and London’s
Fukushima Garden became “sister gardens.” Over the
next three years, middle schoolers and other members of
Motomiya’s “English Travel Club—Linking to the Future”
started visits to the UK. Individual schools also continue
to hold online gatherings.

“In 2019, middle school students in the
Motomiya English Travel Club visited the
British canoe team’s training ground to
observe a session led by gold-medal canoeist
Liam Heath. The visitors had a chance to
handle the medal, and were surprised at how
heavy it was. Motomiya middle schoolers and
students at two schools in UK also met online
to experience something of each other’s
culture. Another online meeting of students
in the two countries took place again this
year.” (International Exchange Division)

Motomiya offers easy access to larger nearby cities
and provides excellent childcare support, enabling
residents to readily find employment. The English
Garden and Mizuiro Park are very popular spots.

Iitate Village
A rustic “home town.”
An exciting place to be.

F Laotian Paralympic swim team holds a training camp in the village, and visit

Set in the middle of the Abukuma plateau, this small village delivers a
tactile experience of grand nature and the flow of the seasons. Residents
work at maintaining the small-town feeling they love, while anticipating
each new day and enjoying lots of fun and excitement too. More people
are moving in, and all come together to make this a great place to be.

local schools. They eat together, as team members interact with the children.

Look

Local Attractions
The Madeikan Roadside Station offers special
village crafts and products. On the north side of
this station, there are a children’s playground, and
a large “dog run” where you can play with your pet.

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Special Furusato Tax Programs
Supports Long-Term Relationship
“The village set up a furusato (rural)
tax plan—where donations can be
made in lieu of municipal tax—to
support school construction in Laos.
Subsequently, the village has also
supported close interactions with the
Laotian middle school and others in the
Laotian community. Village and Laotian
students worked together creating
T-shirts. Contacts continued to expand,
and in 2019 the Laotian Paralympic swim
team held a training camp in the village.
Online gatherings are ongoing, and the
relationship continues to deepen.” (Lifelong
Learning Division)

Iitate Village ×
Laos

Laos
The village learned about the educational conditions
for Laotian children in 2009 from an NPO on-location
learning program. This initiated an effort to build primary
schools in Laos, and the village collected money and
contributed it toward school construction there. After the
earthquake struck, Loas in turn gave valuable support to
the village. This long and deep relationship continues.
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Minamisoma City
Samurai warriors and robots:
A mix of old and new, with an
attractiveness
The city of Minamisoma is in the northern part of the
coastal Hamadori region of Fukushima. The city abuts
the Abakuma Mountain Range on the west, with the
Pacific Ocean on the east. The warm ocean currents
make for mild winters with little or no snow (a rarity
within Tohoku) and for cool summers. The annual
Soma-Nomaoi celebration, held toward the end of July,
is a federally recognized “important intangible cultural
asset,” and the city also holds another samurai festival
and related events that keep history and tradition
very much alive. Surfing is also a big activity—the
city’s Kitaizumi Beach is a well-known surfing area
with international competitions in summer. As part
of the recovery effort, the city has also opened the
Fukushima Robotics Test Field, a well-known facility for
development and testing of robots. The city is truly a
mix of old and new cultures.

Look

Local Attractions
F The city invited

middle schoolers
from both Taiwan and
Djibouti. Here, these
students interact
with the locals on the
soccer field.

Minamisoma City × Djibouti

Djibouti

The relationship began after the disaster, when Djibouti
residents held prayer sessions, and gave donations
that their President then passed to the city. The city has
invited Djibouti middle schoolers to the Soma-Nomaoi
celebration, and continues to carry out diverse types of
exchanges.

The Soma-Nomaoi
celebration takes place on a
broad grassland, and unfolds
like a battle picture scroll,
with events that include the
Yoinori horse race, a parade,
and the katchu (helmet and
armor) horse race. One
particular majestic feature is
the “sacred flag competition”
that adorns the main events.

Minamisoma City × Taiwan

Taiwan

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Uniting Over Soccer Despite Different Languages

The Joy of Playing Outside Again

“The town sent local karate instructors to Djibouti, using the sport as a way
to strengthen ties. The town also invited Djibouti middle schoolers to the
Soma-Nomaoi celebration. The visitors expressed surprise at the event,
explaining that “we’ve never really seen horses in Djibouti.” The visitors also
enjoyed participating in a workshop where they played soccer with local
children. Although their languages were different, the children worked hard
to reach mutual understanding, and it was very impressive seeing how they
enjoyed chasing the ball together.” (Sports Promotion Division)

“Taipei invited local middle schoolers to come and participate in middle-school
baseball competition. Later, when children had other chances to mix with baseball
athletes and coaches, they were often overheard referring back to the first time, and
how happy they had felt to be able to go outdoors to play without the concerns
that would have weighed on them in their damaged home town.” Minamisoma
reciprocated by inviting children to the Soma-Nomaoi event. While, here, the kids
got to dress as samurai, and a cooperating local robotics manufacturer also gave
them a chance to experience the ways of robots.” (Sports Promotion Division)

Minamisoma City × U.S.A.

U.S.A.

A Japanese industrial organization in Portland directed
a contribution collection and donated the proceeds to
help city residents rebuild their lives. This led to a visit
by members of the US Surfing League, starting deeper
interchanges related to surfing.

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects
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Following the disaster, Taiwan contributed money,
food delivery vehicles, and more. Taipei authorities also
invited Minamisoma middle schoolers to a middleschool baseball exchange competition, to give them
the opportunity to “get away from the damage for a
while and get outside and really enjoy themselves.”

Minamisoma City × Republic of Korea

South Korea.

The FC Men, a Korean soccer team comprised of
popular entertainers, held a charity event for the
city and donated the proceeds. As an expression of
gratitude, the city sent local primary and middle school
students to a skateboard training in Korea.

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Surfing Leads to Strong Ties

A Thankful Relationship with the Republic of Korea

“The beach here is famous for its surfing conditions, and international
surfing competitions were held here in the years before the earthquake. The
city received considerable support from the Shizuoka city of Makinohara,
and became interested in the surfing connection when Makinohara was
registered as Host Town for the US Olympic surfing team. Since that time,
Minamisoma has coordinated with Makinohara in extending invitations to
American surfers, and engages in activities such as bringing visitors to local
surfboard shops both at the beach and in town.” (Sports Promotion Division)

“While our interactions started with a contribution from Korean popular
entertainers, our connection with skateboarding came from a completely different
place, when the city of Sagae, in Yamagata Prefecture, accepted evacuees from
Minamisoma. Because Sagae was also a Host Town for the Korean skateboard
team, it developed that eight students from Minamisoma elementary and middle
schools had the opportunity to go to Sagae’s Skateboard Park to interact with, and
learn from, the players and coaches of the Korean team. Minamisoma feels very
grateful for the different ways that support has come.” (Sports Promotion Division)

ARIGATO Host Towns for Supporting Reconstruction

Hirono Town
Northernmost grower of mandarin oranges;
also known for cultivating athletes.
Set in the southeast part of Fukushima’s Hamadori area, the town of
Hirono enjoys a mild climate with modest temperature differences, and is
said to be the northernmost area suitable for mandarin orange cultivation.
The town is also a center for cultivating athletes: home to the J-Village
national training center (opened in 1997), situated close to JFA Academy
Fukushima, and also the location of Futaba Mirai Gakuen Junior & Senior
High School—a school that is known for its very zealous athlete training
program.

Kawamata Town

F Blind (5-a-side) soccer with the visiting Argentine team. The visitors also experience
tea culture presented by the Hirono Culture Center’s Tea Ceremony Group.

Naraha Town

City of silk and greenery,
craft and culture.

Where everyone can enjoy sports.

Situated in the hill area of the Abukuma mountain range, in
the north of Fukushima, the town of Kawamata is surrounded
by woodland and streams—offering gorgeous scenery in all
seasons. The town also offers much culture, with an annual
Andean music festival, a connection to prolific composer KOSEKI
Yuji (5,000 lifetime songs), and the discovery of red and black
lacquerware dating from the middle and late Jomon period.

The town of Naraha promotes sports-based regional
development, and residents can enjoy all kinds of sports
activities—from personal to professional. The town has a wide
range of sports facilities. In addition to J-Village, the town is also
home to the Naraha Sky Arena, where men’s basketball players
have held training camps. The Naraha Baseball Grounds are the
site of training camps by the Independent Pro Baseball league.

Hirono Town ×
Argentina, Indonesia

Argentina

Indonesia

The link with Argentina began with the 2002 FIFA
World Cup, when J-Village became the official
training camp of the Argentine soccer team. The
link with Indonesia began when a Fukushima high
school invited the badminton coach from Indonesia.
Both countries sent considerable contributions to
help support the town following the earthquake.

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Kawamata Town ×
Argentina

Argentina
Since 1975, the town has held an annual “Cosquin in
Japan” South American folk music festival, modeled
on the world’s largest folk music festival held yearly in
the town of Cosquin in Córdoba, Argentina. In 2013,
Cosquin elementary school children sent paintings
of encouragement to Kawamata. Cultural exchanges
between Kawamata and Argentina continue to deepen.

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Blind Soccer with the Pros

Argentinian Food Made with the
Local Argentinian-Like Ingredients

“Kids learned something about diversity by
interacting with Argentina’s blind (5-a-side)
soccer team. The elementary schoolers wore
blindfolds and held hands with the athletes
while playing, while the high-school soccer
members tried out competitive play. The kids
began losing their footing as soon as the
blindfolds went on—giving new insight into the
capabilities of the Paralympians athletes. The
kids also had the chance to handle the medals
of the Paralympians, further strengthening the
bond between them.” (Hirono Reconstruction
Planning Division)

“The head chef at J-Village has developed a
variety of Argentinian courses—including
limited-time menus. The chef has also served
mate-tea pudding at the local nursery school,
where the kids seemed to enjoy what they
called the “grown-up taste.” The town also
organized an online food tasting joined by
the Argentinian ambassador and the mayor of
Naraha, where opinions were also exchanged
on possible exchange activities going forward.
The town has also produced Argentina support
videos, posted on the town’s public YouTube
channel.” (Naraha Policy Planning Division)

Naraha Town ×
Argentina, Greece

Argentina

Greece

The city’s relationship with Greece began when the
Olympic torch was lit at a ceremony there just before
its transport to J-Village in Naraha—the starting
point for the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Torch Relay. The
J-Village event also brought the city into association
with Hirono and Kawamata, as all three then jointly
became ARIGATO Host Towns for Argentina.

Look

Local Attractions
Hirono's Futatsunuma Multipurpose Park has many
facilities, including an internationally authorized “park
golf course,” a cycling course, a gallery that can be used
for cultural activities, a tearoom, a gymnasium, and a
boarding house.
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Shirakawa City
The Entrance to Michinoku. A Quick Trip
from Town Center to Old Countryside.
The Shirakawa Gate, once of the “three gates into Oshu Province,” is
sometimes called the “entrance to Michinoku” (as Michinoku is another
name for Oshu). Because the city has good access to the Tokyo area, it has
recently seen significant growth in large industry—with some residents
even commuting to Tokyo on the shinkansen. But the city also overflows
with charm—set amidst beautiful nature, with many famous historical and
cultural spots all around.

Shirakawa City ×
Qatar

Qatar
The Qatar Friendship Fund, established to support Japan’s
recovery from the disaster, gave contributions that went
to repairing Shirakawa’s Kokutai Memorial Gymnasium
and the Track-and-Field Grounds. Qatar also supported
the construction of the city’s new ANNABI Sports Plaza.

F A mural at the entrance of the ANNABI Sports Center presents a motif
symbolizing Shirakawa and Qatar.

Look

ARIGATO Host Towns Projects

Local Attractions

Local Primary and Middle
Schoolers Learn About Qatar
“A soccer event was held in 2014 as a way
of connecting Japan and Qatar through
sport, and Shirakawa kids had the chance
to relate to their Qatari counterparts
through soccer. The city has invited the
Qatar embassy’s deputy chief of mission to
activities planned in September, after the
close to the Tokyo Games, where primary
and middle schoolers will enjoy a special
class on Islamic history and culture, and eat
halal dishes.” (Lifelong Learning – Sports
Division)

Nanko Park was founded in 1801 by Kansei
reformist MATSUDAIRA Sadanobu. The famous
industrialist SHIBUSAWA Eiichi, who revered
Sadanobu, devoted considerable effort to the
establishment of the park’s Nanko Shrine.

FUKUSHIMA The Future of the ARIGATO Host Towns Initiative
Residents in Fukushima’s Host Towns shared their hopes about how they’d like to continue international exchanges in the future.
They contributed many different opinions—about economic ties, sports ties, and more.
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Pokémon

Characters—
ARIGATO Host Town Ambassadors
Iwate, Miyagi, and Fukushima each have their own Pokémon ambassador.
These characters boost Host Town activities in a variety of ways.

Geodude

supports Iwate.
Pokémon characters come in 18 types,
and the Geodude species is the “rock”
type. In fact, Geodude looks like a rock
(iwa) with hands (te)—and that’s why
Iwate selected it.

F Many of these creatures live on mountain
roads, and are often mistaken for rocks. They
can use both arms to scale very steep cliffs, and
they tend to sleep very deeply with half the body
buried. Proud of strength; like to bump into others
of the species to see who’s tougher. Waves fists
when angry.

S Warm-hearted. Avoids
conflict. Very smart, and
understands human language.
Can sing beautifully when the
mood strikes. Likes to swim in
the ocean carrying humans or
other Pokémon creatures on
her back.

Lapras

supports Miyagi.
H Carefully carries a
delicious, nutritious egg,
walking carefully to avoid
breakage. Believed to
carry happiness with
Chansey. Anyone who
encounters Chansey is
lucky, as there are not
many of her kind around.

Chansey

supports Fukushima.
The belief that Chansey carries happiness with her makes for
a nice association with Fukushima, as fuku means happiness
and good luck. The egg also evokes a connection, as
Fukushima is known for providing delicious and nutritious
produce to people inside and outside the prefecture.

©2021 Pokémon. ©1995-2021 Nintendo / Creatures Inc. / GAME FREAK inc.
Pokémon, Pocket Monsters are registered trademarks of Nintendo, Creatures Inc., and GAME FREAK inc.

Selected because Lapras likes
to swim in the ocean with
people on her back, with the
hope that Lapras would come
to visit and support the coastal
residents who had suffered so
greatly from the disaster.
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Host Towns Combine Forces Japanese

F Panel discussion to promote local municipalities, with participants from Hanamaki, Iwate; Ofunato, Iwate; and Kitakata, Fukushima. Then-Minister HASHIMOTO Seiko spoke by video.

Japan Reaches Out with Events
in the U.S.A. and Taiwan
In an effort to introduce and explain the ARIGATO
Host Towns concept to friends in other countries
and regions, Host Towns have joined together to
conduct PR activities in overseas locations.
Four municipalities are serving as Host Towns for
US athletes and accompanying officials and others:
the Iwate cities of Hanamaki and Ofunato, and
the Fukushima cities of Kitakata and Minamisoma.
These four cities joined together to travel to Los
Angeles in September 2019, where they held
events at the Japan House, a center for presenting
Japanese culture and traditions.
Similarly, the four Host Towns serving Taiwan
joined together to open a booth at manga and
animation events in Taipei, in 2020 and again in
2021. These were Iwate’s Otsuchi and Noda, and
Fukushima’s Minamisoma and Kitashiobara. As a
result of the pandemic, staged events and other PR
activities are now continuing remotely.
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Saying Thank You in Los Angeles
Affiliated Municipalities

Hanamaki, Iwate
Ofunato, Iwate
Kitakata, Fukushima
Minamisoma, Fukushima

On September 25, 2019, panelists from three of the municipalities
(Minamisoma was unable to attend) took the stage, and began by expressing

thanks for America’s help. Excitement rose as Ofunato firefighters reunited
onstage with the commander of the fire department in LA that had come to
their city to help with the recovery.

J A PA N E S E H

Hospitality Crosses the Seas

F Four municipalities from Iwate and Fukushima attend the Eighth Taipei International Comics & Animation Festival, running from
January 31 to February 4, 2020. Attendees greatly enjoyed the event shown above.

Doing PR at Taiwan Animation
Festival (Two Years in a Row)
Affiliated Municipalities

Otsuchi, Iwate
F At a post-event gathering,
participants enjoyed Japanese beef
and riceball made with Iwate rice,
and sake varieties from Iwate and
Fukushima.

F TAKAHASHI Hisanori, a pitcher who
for a time was on the Los Angeles
Angels, presents his thoughts about
the return of baseball to the Olympics
at the upcoming Tokyo Games.

Noda, Iwate
Minamisoma, Fukushima

F Unable to attend the 2021 festival,
the municipalities still opened a
booth there. Many notes of support
were posted on the message board.

Kitashiobara, Fukushima

These four municipalities ran a live booth two years in succession
at the annual Taiwan International Comics & Animation Festival—
Asia’s largest event of this type. At the 2020 event, the Minamisoma
delegation dressed as samurai for a photo session. Japanese
participants took to the stage to express warm gratitude for Taiwan’s
support, and to explain the current state of recovery.

F Pokémon characters appear on
stage as Host Town representatives
at the 2021 Festival. Staff from
the municipalities also appeared,
remotely.

H O S P I TA L I T Y
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